RNA silencing at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels regulates endogenous gene 32 expression, controls invading transposable elements (TEs) and protects the cell against viruses.
Identification of DNA methylation loci targeted by mobile sRNAs

140
The primary aims of our study were to determine how many genomic loci in Arabidopsis may be 141 targeted by RdDM due to the direct action of mobile sRNAs ( Fig. 1) and to compare these loci 142 with other sRNA targeted and cytosine methylated regions throughout the genome. We reasoned 143 that mobile sRNAs that direct RdDM may be associated with specific features of the genome and 144 depend upon specific genes in the RdDM pathway. In addition, we aimed to determine how many 145 of these directly-affected loci might influence gene expression. It could be, for example, that DNA 146 methylation, leading to TGS, of a transposon target of mobile sRNA affects expression of an 147 adjacent gene.
149
In previous work we compared sRNA populations in roots of WT Arabidopsis thaliana (accessions 150 Col-0, termed Col, and C24) and a dicer-like 2 dicer-like 3 dicer-like 4 triple mutant (Col 151 background, termed dcl234) that had been grafted to C24, Col and dcl234 shoots in order to 152 identify loci producing mobile sRNAs in the Arabidopsis genome. The dcl234 triple mutant is 153 unable to produce 22 to 24 nt sRNAs associated with RNA silencing (23). We reasoned that any 154 22 to 24 nt sRNAs present in dcl234 roots grafted to WT shoots must have moved from the 155 grafted WT shoot (36) . Loci similarly represented by sRNA reads in C24/C24, C24/Col, Col/Col 156 and C24/dcl234 but not dcl234/dcl234 datasets (notation shoot/root, with underline indicating the 5 A. "Direct" loci correspond to overlapping regions of cytosine methylation and sRNAs 172 present in C24/C24, C24/Col, Col/Col and C24/dcl234 but not dcl234/dcl234. This model 173 is consistent with direct targeting of DNA methylation by mobile sRNAs.
174
B. "Indirect" loci show the same pattern of DNA methylation between grafts as "Direct" loci 175 but these were not associated with sRNAs. Here we infer that there are undetectable 176 levels of mobile sRNAs or that the change in methylation is due to indirect effects of a 177 mobile signal.
178
C. "De novo methylated" loci correspond to overlapping regions of sRNAs and cytosine 179 methylation present in C24/C24, C24/Col and C24/dcl234, but not in dcl234/dcl234 or 180 Col/Col. These loci likely correspond to sRNAs produced uniquely by C24 that target 181 DNA methylation to previously unmethylated regions of the Col genome.
183
The class A (direct) and C (de novo) loci because these are most likely to be associated with the 184 mobile sRNA. We compared their characteristics with those of class B (indirect) loci that are 185 associated with a mobile signal but, by definition, do not correspond with detectable candidate 186 sRNAs. Three classes of loci (D-F) not associated with regulation of DNA methylation by mobile 187 sRNA were also identified and are described in the Supplemental Results.
189 190
Mobile sRNA and DNA methylation
192
We developed a statistical framework that could be applied to sRNA and MethylC-seq data to 193 accurately assess the models described in Fig. 1 
200
Our analyses revealed that non-CG DNA methylation is abundant at class A (direct) loci; we 201 identified 13 CG, 398 CHG and 401 CHH-context class A loci with a false discovery rate (FDR) of 202 5% (Table 1 , Dataset S1). These included the three loci we identified previously as possessing 203 mobile sRNA associated DNA methylation (36) . The association between regions of sRNA and 204 DNA methylation that corresponded to the class A loci model was statistically significantly more 205 frequent than expected by chance (Table 1, CG 154.69, CHG 77.123, CHH 84.250;  206 p<0.05). Furthermore, class A loci of all three DNA methylation contexts overlapped statistically 207 significantly (SI Appendix Fig. S3 ). Observation of co-localized DNA methylation in all three 208 contexts is characteristic of RdDM. Fewer than 2.5% of the class A loci overlapped with regions 209 identified as variable over 30 generations in Arabidopsis (18) and thus it is unlikely that the results 210 are due to spontaneous epiallelic variation.
212
We investigated the genes potentially regulating DNA methylation at class A loci by analysis of 213 MethylC-seq data from 86 Arabidopsis gene silencing mutant lines (31). We examined the 214 effects of mutation of a subset of genes with known roles in RdDM (dcl2/3/4, met1, suvh4/5, 215 ddm1, suvh4/5/6, vim1/2/3, cmt2, cmt3 , and WT control) on DNA methylation at class A loci. We 216 focused on non-CG methylation patterns because very few CG-context class A loci were 217 identified. Mutation of drm1/2 caused the strongest reduction in non-CG context methylation in 218 class A loci (Fig. 2 , SI Appendix Fig. S4 ). The other mutations examined showed weaker effects,
219
of which cmt2 and cmt3 caused the least changes in DNA methylation; cmt3 reduced CHG 220 context DNA methylation to levels intermediate between WT and drm1/drm2 but had no effect in 221 the CHH context, whilst cmt2 had no effect in either context. DNA methylation was reduced to 222 levels intermediate between WT and drm1/2 in both sequence contexts by all others of these 223 mutations. It should be noted that the MethylC-seq data from gene silencing mutant lines were 224 generated using leaves of three-week old plants, whereas our MethylC-seq data were generated 225 using roots of three-week old plants. We considered it appropriate to compare the two datasets 226 because there is little evidence for tissue-specific variation in DNA methylation in Arabidopsis. We 227 6 examined the similarity of DNA methylation in these two tissues by making comparisons between 228 the likelihoods of methylation at loci identified as methylated in root tissue of the Col/Col graft 229 from our dataset and in the three-week old Col-0 (WT) leaf tissue of Stroud and colleagues (31).
230
DNA methylation was broadly consistent between the two tissues (Dataset S2, SI Appendix Fig. 
231
S5). Additionally, a prior study demonstrated that DNA methylomes from two tissues in each of 232 eleven Arabidopsis accessions cluster by accession, not tissue type (38).
234
DNA methylation under indirect regulation by the mobile signal 235 236 Class B ("indirect") loci show the same pattern of DNA methylation between grafts as do class A 237 ("direct") loci. However, they are distinguished by the lack of associated sRNA. We found that 238 class B and class A loci had extremely similar characteristics. Hundreds of class B loci were 239 detected almost exclusively in non-CG contexts (13 CG, 868 CHG, 1029 CHH; Table 1 , Dataset 240 S1). These loci were unambiguously identified and located in the genome. We found fewer than 241 0.5% of the class B loci overlapped with regions previously identified as spontaneously variable 242 between parent and offspring plants, suggesting our results are not a consequence of this 243 phenomenon (18).
245
The distribution of the class B loci across DNA methylation contexts mirrors that of the class A 246 loci (13 CG, 398 CHG and 401 CHH), though substantially more class B loci were identified. We 247 focused on non-CG class B loci since so few CG loci were identified. The association between 248 regions lacking sRNAs and possessing DNA methylation, corresponding to the class B loci 249 model, was lower than would be expected by chance (Table 1 ; CHG, p=0, Z=-92.603; CHH, p=0, 250 Z=-105.48 ). This pattern suggests that methylation loci regulated by a mobile signal are 251 negatively associated with regions lacking in small RNAs.
253
The class A and B loci were also influenced similarly by mutations in RdDM pathway genes (31) 254 ( 
259
In summary, there was very little to distinguish class A and class B loci, suggesting they are 260 ultimately under the regulation of the same mobile signal. In principle this signal could be an as 261 yet unidentified secondary regulatory factor dependent on the DCL234-dependent sRNA at the 262 class A loci. Alternatively it could be caused by the very low levels of DCL234-dependent sRNA 263 that fail to pass the significance thresholds in our model (SI Appendix Figs. S6-8), or which are 264 not well sequenced.
266
We used an independent statistical approach to estimate the total number of class A and B loci in 267 the dataset, as a complement to the results above (see Supplemental Materials and Methods 268 section 5 for detailed explanation). This approach evaluates all loci that may exist without 269 specifying genomic coordinates. We estimate that there exist 72 CG (59-85 with 95% 270 confidence), 1557 CHG (1506-1608 with 95% confidence) and 2238 CHH (2170-2303 with 95% 271 confidence) loci of class A, and 526 CG (485-568 with 95% confidence), 5699 CHG (5597-5802 272 with 95% confidence) and 10943 CHH (10785-11099 with 95% confidence) loci of class B by this 273 approach. From these data we conclude that thousands of DNA methylation loci found 274 predominantly in the non-CG context may be regulated by the mobile signal. Non-CG context class A loci were significantly associated with TEs and promoters containing 280 TEs, but not with promoters that do not contain TEs (Fig. 3A) . Contrastingly, they were 281 significantly depleted in genes, coding regions and 5' UTRs. CG context class A loci were 282 significantly associated with TEs only. Further analysis showed that class A loci associated 283 7 significantly with many superfamilies of TE ( Fig. 3B ). RAths, LINE and SINE superfamily TEs 284 were targeted more strongly than other TEs, most clearly so by the non-CG context class A loci.
285
TEs are broadly grouped according to their replication strategies as Type 1 (retroelements) or 286 Type 2 (DNA elements), and the targeted superfamilies are all short, gene-proximal Type 1 TEs.
287
Class A loci were targeted most highly by 23-24 nt mobile sRNAs, eliminated in dcl234/dcl234 288 grafts (Fig. 3C) . These results indicate that DNA methylation directly targeted by the shoot-root 289 mobile sRNA is associated with specific TE superfamilies.
291
Non-CG class B loci were also associated significantly with TEs and promoters containing TEs 292 ( Fig. 4A , SI Appendix Fig S2) , as were non-CG class A loci. They were associated with many 293 different TE superfamilies, most strongly so with certain Type 1 retroelement superfamilies 294 (RAths, LINE, SINE). They also showed clear associations with specific retroelement 295 superfamilies (Type 2 TEs) including DNA Mariner, Pogo and HAT.
297
The genome features associated with class A and B loci might either be specific to these locus 298 classes and to the mobile signal or they could be driven by dependence of the loci upon DCL234-299 derived sRNAs. To address this point we compared the features associated with class A and B 300 loci to all features that lose DNA methylation in dcl234/dcl234 grafts. The features that lost DNA 301 methylation in dcl234/dcl234 grafts were highly similar to those associated with class A and B loci 302 (SI Appendix Fig. S9 ). The data indicate a specific subset of TEs lose DNA methylation in the 303 dcl234 mutant. Furthermore, they suggest that dependency upon DCL234 drives the features 304 associated with class A and B loci rather than these features being specific to the mobile signal.
306
The influence of the mobile signal on gene expression 307 308
We examined whether DNA methylation regulated by the mobile signal may influence gene 
316
SILENCING 1 (ROS1), AT3G43270 -pectin methylesterase. We measured the number of 317 differentially expressed genes between C24/Col and dcl234/dcl234 roots as a control. Twenty-318 seven transcripts were identified as significantly differentially regulated in roots of dcl234 319 compared to WT roots (Datasets S4A, S4B). Differential expression of ROS1 (AT2G36490.1) was 320 confirmed in roots of dcl234/dcl234 versus C24/dcl234 and C24/Col by quantitative real time PCR
321
(Q-RT-PCR, SI Appendix Fig. S10 ). These findings demonstrate that loss of DCL2, DCL3 and 322 DCL4 causes differential expression of a small number of genes, consistent with data in previous 323 reports (39).
325
We investigated whether transcripts dependent upon DCL234 (Datasets S4A, S4B) or associated 326 with the mobile signal (Datasets S3A, S3B) might also depend upon DRM1/2. This was done by 327 identifying transcripts differentially regulated between WT and the drm1/2 mutant using published 328 RNA-seq data. These data were generated from leaves of three-week old plants in parallel with 329 the MethylC-seq data discussed by Fig. 3 and SI Appendix Fig. S4 (31) . Eighty-six transcripts 330 were significantly differentially regulated between WT and drm1/2 plants (Dataset S5). The 
343
Epialleles are transmitted across accessions by mobile sRNAs
345
There is natural variation in RdDM and its associated sRNAs in Arabidopsis and the term 346 epiallele describes genomic locations where methylation differs between accessions (38, 40, 41) .
347
We investigated whether sRNAs produced uniquely by C24, and not by Col, could direct DNA 348 methylation de novo at previously unmethylated sites in the Col genome ( Fig. 1; class C loci) .
349
Two class C loci were unambiguously identified in the CHG DNA methylation context and four in 350 the CHH context (Dataset S1). Three distinct sites of de novo RdDM existed after taking account 351 for overlap of these loci between DNA methylation contexts (Fig. 5 ). None of these loci had been 
357
Discussion
359
In this study we have characterized the genome-wide distribution of 23-24 nt shoot/root mobile 360 sRNAs and identified regions of DNA methylation that they target directly (class A loci). We also 361 identified regions of DNA methylation dependent indirectly upon mobile sRNAs (class B loci). We 362 found that loss of mobile sRNAs generated in the shoots disrupts DNA methylation at thousands 363 of sites in the roots. The class B (indirect) loci were most numerous, but the two classes were 364 otherwise indistinguishable. Both were almost entirely in the non-CG (CHG/CHH) DNA 365 methylation context. The class A and B loci were also significantly associated with the same TE 366 superfamilies. We found that these TE superfamilies also lost DNA methylation in the dcl234 367 mutant, which is deficient in 22 to 24 nt sRNAs, indicating that the feature association of class A 368 and B loci was driven by the dependency of mobile sRNAs on DCL234. Our results suggest the 369 function of mobile sRNAs is to reinforce silencing of these TEs. 
479
Micrografting was conducted seven days after germination as previously described (57, 62). Plant Table S3 ).
485
MethylC-seq and RNA-seq Library Construction
487
DNA for the MethylC-seq libraries was prepared from 3-4 pooled plants per sample using the 488 Gentra Puregene Tissue Kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer's instructions. MethylC-seq 489 libraries were constructed as described previously (63). RNA-seq libraries were prepared from 490 total RNA extracted as previously described (36 Appendix Table S3 .
508
Methylation loci were then identified independently in each context (CG, CHG, CHG) using the 509 segmentSeq R package (64), accounting for nonconversion rates in each sample (65).
510
Subsequently, loci exhibiting various models of differential methylation were identified using the 511 empirical Bayesian methods for analysis of methylation data (64) 
533
Transcript abundance was assessed in roots of independent graft plants according as described 534 previously (37). Fold changes in abundance of test transcripts relative to the ACTIN 2 transcript 535 (AT3G18780), a stable control (71), were calculated using delta delta CT methodology (72, 73).
536
Primer sequences (5'-3') were; GGATATTGTAGCAAGCCACAG (ROS1 forward),
537
CAAAGTTCATCTGGAGAAAGAC ( 
